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1951 Porsche 356 SL Gmund Coupe
at Werks Reunion at Amelia

Photo by Janis Croft

One of the earliest sports cars to carry the Porsche name, the 356SL Gmund coupe was named in part for the Austrian town
in which Porsches were built after Allied bombing forced them to relocate from Stuttgart Germany. Gmund coupes were
constructed out of hand hammered aluminum.The SL racing version was built of hand-hammered aluminum like the road
going cars, but was modified to include louvered steel quarter panels, wheel spats, streamlined aluminum belly fairings, and
pedestal mounted shifter. Gmund coupes competed for three years at the 24 hours of LeMans, where this Gmund Porsche
won first in class in 1951. Check out this YouTube link for more information: https://youtu.be/AzMWgXgM3EM
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Terrell Clampitt - Safety harbor, FL

Monthly Regional Meetings

One of the major benefits of owning a 356 is the opportunity to meet and socialize with
a marvelous group of people–our fellow 356 owners. Since the long distances in Florida
make it difficult for many members to attend statewide events, we have developed a system
of local breakfasts and/or driving tours to keep our members in touch with each other.
Central Florida (Orlando area): Breakfast first Saturday of every month. Lunch tours
occasionally, but not on a fixed schedule. To receive notice/reminders of both the breakfasts and the lunch tours send an email to John Reker at JReker@cfl.rr.com or call at (407)
629-0248.
Northeast Florida (Jacksonville area): Get together first Saturday of every month. Location
varies. Contact Jim Voss at vossjax@bellsouth.net or at (904) 529-1398.
Northwest Florida: Meeting dates to be announced. Contact Bill Hunkapiller at bhunkapiller@yahoo.com or at 850-694-5435 for additional information.
Southeast Florida: Southeast Florida: Our Monthly Social (Porsches & Pancakes, as we call
it) is held on the first Saturday of every month at Nick’s 50’s Diner, 1900 Okeechobee Blvd,
Unit - C9, West Palm Beach, FL 33409. Phone number for the restaurant is: (561) 471-3155.
Contact Randy Gananathan at rdgananathan@gmail.com or (561) 623-9191 for more info.
SE FOG Tours: Randy Gananathan is very interested in organizing tours in SE Florida,
exclusively for FOG members and their 356’s. Please reach out to Randy (contact info above)
if you’d like to co-host a tour to an interesting venue.
Southwest Florida (Sarasota area): Last Saturday of each month at 9:00 am at First Watch
Restaurant at the Publix Plaza located on University Parkway, just east of 1-75 (exit 213).
This draws FOGgies from Naples to Tampa. Contact Fernando Lopez at (727) 417-1120 or
mk2lopez@yahoo.com

Drive Those Cars
by Dennis Brunotte

Our first interim driving reports for our 2018 edition of the FOG Drive Those Cars Contest
arrived this month, and we’re looking forward to many, many more participants to check
in when we prepare the next report in late May. In my opinion, this is the most significant year for our contest since it was initiated eleven years ago, and when it winds down in
December I’m hoping that you all will send in your miles (no matter how few) so that your
name appears on the final spreadsheet with the others.
This month Steve Bamdas reported his miles for both his trek to The Gathering and a run
to the Florida Keys; Tim Buko drove to the Werks Reunion on Amelia Island; and ceremoniously, Sharon Cobb drove nearly 1,500 miles since Valentine’s Day after getting her car
back from an 18-month stay in the repair shop. The engine which crapped out in Ohio now
purrs in the unique classic 356 manner. Welcome back Sharon.
Write me at dkbrunotte@gmail.com. How many miles did you drive your 356? Compare
them to these folks who reported their miles since our December start date & send me yours!
Bill Cooper
Sharon Cobb
Tim Buko
Allen Peerson
Dan Bird

1,632
1,425
1,266
1,253
1,109

Paul Raben
Steve Bamdas
Jim Spears
Jerry Holderness
Alan Winer
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975
950
740
605
598

Jim Voss
John Reker
Dennis Brunotte
Karen Walker
Jamie Cielewich

480
320
185
75
65

Presidentʼs Perspective

Concours Conundrums
by Alan Winer

Janis and I left early in the morning for the Werks Reunion
at Amelia. I mean early, it was dark and required using
headlights and while the early morning mist and fog along
the river has beneficial effects for nature, it is a less than
welcomed situation to awakening drivers and old cars with
minimal illumination. And upon arrival and placing the car
on the concours field the mist and cold morning air continued to persist. I got busy with creating the illusion that the car
had never been driven, delivered from the showroom directly to the concours field. I remember looking up and seeing
the Porsches lined up on slight hills, opposing each other.
The variety of colors and placement reminded me of when
I was a “yoot” and placed detailed small leaded medieval
soldiers with brilliant painted shields and banners in opposing battleground formations. These are no longer available
(NLA) because they were made of lead and painted with
lead paint. I guess some felt it was a good thing to chew on.
Personally, I never thought of putting them in my mouth.
And I started editorializing, to myself, about the nature of
this and other Concours.

One thing that did strike me is the winner is usually one
of the most successful cars in its sheer ability to command
attention and even if you didn’t have to pick a winner, it
would be hard to ignore. It is also, in some cases a very
interesting car in other regards such as rarity, model, history, etc. Can judges see objectively past certain features or
associated names? Put a Carrera on the grass, “game over,”
put a Speedster in an open class, “game over,” put a Pre A
or Continental in an A Class and “game over.” To a lesser
extent, these factors are true of the second place car and of
course, it and the third place car are also outstanding in other
regards. Another reason concours competitions are open to
question is that we often don’t know much of the history of
the car; was it restored by 356 professionals, was it a selfrestoration done by the owner, was a large check written for
a winning car? What is the nature of the recognition? We
simply know who currently owns it.

There were prizes: 1st, 2nd, 3rd and corporate awards. I
won’t go into the difficulty (absurdity?) of picking winners
when almost every car in the show was a winner—restored,
maintained and cared for, but nevertheless…. One reason we
bother to judge and award prizes is because we humans seem
to like to have winners and by extension, losers. Beyond
that, the fact that tradition seems to demand that we do it
because almost all endeavors have their actions or items
judged by peers. A twenty dollar trophy may be considered
a poor return on a six figure investment but obviously, it’s
not the value of the trophy, it’s the recognition. While many
(most) say it’s not about the trophy, the homes of “car guys”
that I visit proudly display their trophies on shelves, in book
or display cases and some have dedicated rooms for their
awards and memorabilia. I must confess, I am guilty of this.

Encroaching on all these value judgements are the current
crazes. This year at Werks Reunion, “Barn Finds” were hot.
Information placards proudly stated “Barn Find” or “found
in barn-like structure” or “found in barn/garage” or “found
in barn type shed.” Barn dust mixed with pigeon excrement
is now on sale on eBay. I have said that I won’t participate in
this game but I enter my cars in spite of myself.
To quote Shakespeare:
“Cry ‘Havoc!’, and let slip the dogs of war!”

There is some value to judging; having to do with detailed
explorations and explanations of the strengths and weaknesses of any classic car. This can be a learning experience for
anyone involved, particularly the judges. Conversely and in
most cases I think, and this for sure, there is no such thing
as a best car and second best and so forth. There are simply
too many outstanding cars and the range of styles, models,
conditions, details, age, history, everything makes this an
impossible endeavor.

Anyway, the Werks Reunion was a great showing of
Porsches from Gmunds to the latest models. Hats off to the
people whose hard work and devotion made this wonderful
event possible.
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Traveling to Werks Reunion
by Fernando Lopez

Well . . . after a well deserved challenge proposed by some
undisclosed FOG members (Mark, Craig, Frank, Pete,
Stacy), I did it. My T1 is on the road after a 14 year slumber
and restoration. After spending so much time working in my
shop on OPC’s (other people’s cars), I could not reach my
personal goal of attending the 2018 GOF with it (had to get
OPC’s ready). Therefore, I attended the GOF via my trusty
356 Support Vehicle (2000 996 Cab). Yeah, yeah, I had big
plans to return it to completely stock condition but, such
undisclosed members challenged me during the course of
the GOF to have my car ready for the Amelia Werks Reunion
which was honoring the 356 Outlaws. Well look at that, how
convenient—an Outlaw gathering.

Pribanic Rescue Kit) produced a regulator . . . switched
regulators . . . nothing. But as we all know, 356’s will run
for a while on battery power only (if proper measures are
taken). So, on I go. After 1.5 hours of Tampa bumper to
bumper traffic accompanied by a bit of paranoia, I finally
reached the US 301 exit. However, with the exit came the
sunset. Not a beautiful, something to admire sunset, but one
of those that looks like someone turned the sun off with a
switch. So up US 301 I go and suddenly realized I can’t see
the road anymore. Darkness had set in and I don’t have a
working generator. Therefore, bad generator + darkness +
dying battery = No Headlights. The solution: Simply ride
with only parking lights following trucks very closely!
After about an hour of this madness, finally a solution
appeared on the left side of the road. An auto parts store! A
new spare battery and LED bulbs were purchased. I installed
all the LED bulbs in the parking lot (not the headlight bulbs)
and on I go. The LED parking lights were bright enough to
let me see a bit of the road and also be seen without sacrificing much of the invaluable battery juice. I arrived finally
at Mark Pribanic’s home in Neptune Beach at 9:45 pm, and
when the voltage was measured, it was still an incredible
12.3V! So, next morning, running the battery only powered
Outlaw, we headed for Amelia.

So the challenge was accepted and apparently, I perform
better under pressure. After some eBay purchases, parts
scrounging, many sleepless nights, busted knuckles, glued
fingers, and countless cans of Red Bull, I made an Outlaw
two days before the deadline! Hooray! I developed great
plans for the trip to Amelia. However, my 356 did not.
My inaugural drive using my very trusty C motor was great,
until it was not. Twenty-four hours before the scheduled
departure the motor decided, after several years of great
service, that it did not want to go to Amelia Island. A horrendous knock started developing over 2500 rpm’s. So now
what? A while ago, I had found the original #’s matching
engine for my car in buckets (literally) and about six months
ago, decided to put it all together with plans of not using it
since the C motor was so great.

In freezing weather, we met Frank Hood and Craig Rennick
at the St. John’s River Ferry at 6 am. What a sight! Four
Outlaw 356’s in the very front of the ferry!
At Werks, we met other Foggies and after the sun came up,
it was an amazing sight! Lots of 356’s and great people! Rod
Emory brought the 1951 LeMans winner he recently restored
as well as an Emory Special and his new 356C4S conversion. Social media was plastered with pictures of the event
and our cars, and seemed to be enjoyed by all! So after one
busted generator, one cracked oil cooler, a broken speedometer cable, and a loose transmission linkage, I finally made it
home on Sunday afternoon not regretting one single minute
of the whole trip!

So there it sat, all pretty on the engine stand, without being
started after the rebuild for six months. Well, the plans of not
using that motor changed very quickly. A quick engine swap
revealed that this new engine runs amazing! So after some
tuning, the goal to leave Sarasota on Thursday at 1pm was
reached. The drive north on I-75 was great—until it wasn’t.
Passing Tampa my generator light came up. A quick search
in the on-board spare parts stash (affectionately called the
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Top photo: The Werks Reunion Corral. Above photos picturing Mark Pribanic, Sharon Cobb, Rod Emory, Michael Cobb,
Fernando Lopez, Craig Rennick and Frank Hood and Fernando’s T1 Outlaw.

FOGGIES take home the prizes. Peter Bartelli and Alan Winer won first and second respectfully in the Closed 356 Class.
John Lovejoy took second in the Open Class.
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Porsche Driving Experience
By John Reker

It was a tough choice. Attend our fourth Helen Southern
Drive or a new PCA “tour” event program called Treffen
being held in Asheville, one of our favorite spots. They were
the same weekend. We opted for Asheville. Treffen had very
enjoyable tours, and was capped as usual with a banquet
with door prizes. In PCA there always is a high value door
prize to cap the low value ones. They pulled out a slip of
paper from the “hat” and read off my name! The prize was a
$1000 gift certificate for the Porsche Driving Experience at
PCNA Headquarters in Atlanta. Being a retired PCA Driver
Education instructor, I was elated.
Several months later we drove up to Atlanta for our scheduled day. No, this was not an opportunity to drive my 356
on their test track. You choose from about any model new
Porsche and they put you out on the multi-faceted test track
complex with a “coach”. For $1000, I got two 90 minute
sessions. There is no “classroom” training–you wheel out
onto the track after a brief discussion with the coach. You
drive the whole time and receive verbal instruction along
the way.

The “track” has several specific handling modules and you
get to try all of them. The outer route is a 1.6 mile road
course that has real guard rails sometimes about five feet
away. Due to weather conditions, I ended up having the first
session right after lunch and the last session late afternoon–a
lot of focus in a short time.
I decided to sample the key Porsche offerings. Started out
splitting the first session with a Cayman S and Boxster S,
then 911 Carrera S all last session. They had PDK transmissions, which were impressive in downshifting flawlessly. A
number of the handling areas were designed to teach you
how to sense oversteer and correct for it when it happens. I
got the full spin experience several times. One of the “thrills”
was Launch Control, which I did in the 420 HP Carrera S. At
rest with a long straight section of track ahead, you put your
left foot firmly on the brake, then push the accelerator to red
line for a couple seconds, and then release the brake and stay
on the gas. ROCKET ZOOM!
Making the trip extra special the Headquarters building had a
display entitled “Project 356 – Origins of a 70 Year Legacy”
featuring several 356’s including a Gmund coupe. Hard to
beat this Porsche Experience.

Email from John Reker:
“I was reading the Wall Street Journal and saw a big picture
of a 356 in their periodic car feature. It was FOG member
Jim Doughton’s 1953 Cabriolet that was at the Gathering.
I had to do a double take. Here is the article. A remarkable
story about people we know. The web narrative is the same
as the print version but this online version has some additional great pictures.”
https://www.wsj.com/articles/a-vintage-porsche-returns-50years-later-1519739137
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Tavares Boat & Car Show
by Alan Winer

On March 24th, FOG members converged on Tarvaris, FL
to attend the Sunnyland Antique Wooden Boat and Wooden
(Woody) Car Show. In addition to the main show, Jim Voss,
our FOG NE Coordinator, arranged for FOG members to
show their cars at the Sunnyland Car Corral at Wooten
Park—a separate display field of classic “non-wooden”
cars. FOG members displaying their Porsche 356s were Bill
& Debbie Cooper, John Reker, Charlie Fizer, Sid Wilde,
Janis and I. Tony Collins, Dan and Alice Deegan also came
for the show.

Maple and Ribbon Mahogany and powered the beast with
a 2014 Mustang 420 horsepower Coyote engine with four
electronically controlled cams, 32 valves and a six speed
manual transmission. According to wife Cathy, Jim now
spends many hours alone in his shop polishing his Woody.

We had headed to the show to see Jim Voss’ non-356 entry,
a recently completed 1951 Ford Country Squire “Woody”
wagon. Jim had done the complete restoration himself using

FOG members Alan Winer, Charlie Fizer, John Reker, Dan
Deegan and Jim Voss.

Cathy and Jim Voss with his “Woody” wagon.
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Tech Tip
Corner

2) It will also serve as a precious Switch Saver Relay, to
divert the high solenoid current load off of the ignition
switch, and perhaps extend the life of that expensive and
original ignition switch for many years to come.

by Alan Winer

If you instead mount the relay at the ignition switch, it
doesn’t have to be water/splash proof, and it will only
accomplish the function of #2 (above). That being said, if
you are converting your car to 12V, and I am assuming you
will change your solenoid to 12V, then there is much less of
a reason to install a relay anywhere because a 12V solenoid
will not draw near as much current as a 6V solenoid, and it
will be using the original wiring and switch components of
the heavier spec’d 6V system. In your case, I would probably only suggest (if you just want to) using a relay (either
location) as a switch saver relay, since you will have already
resolved issue #1 (above) by converting to 12V and changing the solenoid to 12V.

I am in the process of converting my C Coupe to a 12 volt
system and had questions about the starter relay so I contacted a FOG member who is extremely knowledgable in 356
electrics. He wishes to remain anonymous, in fear of becoming the next Joe Leoni, but had no reservations about sharing
his response (below) to me.
Q: I was told by the guy that does all my electrical starter
and generator rebuilds that there was no need to pay $80 for
the Leoni Starter relay when one can buy a relay (doesn’t
need to be waterproof) and install it under the dash, intercepting the wire from the ignition switch to the solenoid. I
was wondering what was your take on this?

However, for your friends that are still 6V, they may still
want to consider the possibility of mounting a relay at the
solenoid, (for reasons #1 and/or #2 above) or just keep their
wiring connections clean and bright to eliminate voltage
losses, as Porsche intended them to be!

A: It depends on what problem you are trying to resolve/
prevent. Use a 12V (or 6V?) Bosch style mini relay rated for
30A. The metal shell cube-shaped relays like Leoni offers
are nicer if you can find one. If you mount the relay back at
the starter, it must be relatively waterproof, as road spray can
get inside and rust or corrode it.

My choice for my 6V 356 will be to install a relay at the
solenoid, as I have a good metal shell 6V relay in stock, but
it will be there because I plan on installing a hidden engine
compartment switch to allow me to crank and kill the engine
from the rear for on-the-road self maintenance assistance. If
I had not planned on doing that, I would install the relay up
front to save my switch.

A relay at the starter will accomplish two objectives:
(1) It will usually eliminate the mysterious problem of
turning the key and the solenoid not pulling in or engaging
(no click, gen/oil lights dim slightly). This problem is usually only seen in tired 6V systems where the system wiring
connections have voltage losses due to wiring resistance due
to built up corrosion, looseness, etc.
FOR SALE
The holy grail, the Porsche book, LIEBE ZU LHM (Love for
the Porsche) with dust cover by Hermann Lapper published
in 1960–near mint condition. This is the most collectible
book on the Porsche subject. Most are selling for $1900–
but this is going to the first buyer at $1250 plus shipping.
Contact: garyr356@aol.com

FOR SALE
**Looking for a serious buyer for
my 1965 356C Coupe.** A show
car but a good driver. Owned over
40 years. If interested, will email
pictures to you by phone. Asking
$85,500. Contact: Gary Resnick @ garyr356@aol.com

FOR SALE
1962 356 T6 Coupe, Metallic Silver over Blue (to COA).
Original pans, longitudinals and
body panels. Rust free. Bare
metal repaint in 2004. Professional engine rebuild in 2013.
Ynz Wiring. Had engine upgrade to S90 at some point (KD
prefix). Good gaps, excellent chrome and stainless. Excellent driver. Upgraded to “C” wheels and disc brakes. Call
for complete “one-page” description and a few pictures.
$75,000 or best reasonable offer. Contact Tim Buko, New
Smyrna Beach, FL (717) 283-5901 bukotim@aol.com

FOR SALE
1962 356 S-90 CABRIOLET, Silver/Gray. Early
‘90’s restoration. Original
S-90 engine with 1750cc
kit. Recent service and carb
rebuild. Drives and shows
well. Gray leather interior with high quality black canvas
top. Garage kept. 7-8,000 miles since built. One owner
last 25yrs. $115,000. Pictures and COA available upon
request. Contact: Brady Owen, Altamonte Springs, FL (407)
739-8202 or bcabro@embarqmail.com
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FOGlight Editor
8311 C.R. 208
St. Augustine, FL 32092

Photo by John Reker
One of the 356’s in the Porsche Cars North America headquarters (Atlanta) display commemorating the 70 year
anniversary of Porsche and the 356 model.
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